MHHS & MHHS-RELATED
SUMMER I & II 2014 COURSE OFFERINGS

SUMMER I – UNDERGRADUATE MHHS & MHHS-RELATED COURSES:

MHHS-M 495   INDEPENDENT PROJECT/SEMINAR IN MEDICAL HUMANITIES/HEALTH STUDIES (3 CR)
4484   AR   AR   AR   Schneider W
7021   AR   AR   AR   Beckman E
Independent project examining the humanistic and scientific bases of health care.
Available for honors credit.

SOC-R 327   SOCIOLOGY OF DEATH & DYING (3CR)
14580   9A-12:15P   TR   AR   PIKE L

COMM-C 392   HEALTH COMMUNICATION (3CR)
15618   1P-4:15P   TR   AR   SHIN Y

SUMMER II – UNDERGRADUATE MHHS & MHHS-RELATED COURSES:

PHIL-P 383   TOPICS IN PHILOSOPHY: DEATH, DYING, & IMMORTALITY (3CR)
5553   9A-12:15P   TR   AR   CARMICHAEL C

SOC-R 410   ALCOHOL, DRUGS, AND SOCIETY (3CR)
14252   6P-9:15P   TR   ARR   APONTE R

SUMMER II – GRADUATE MHHS & MHHS-RELATED COURSES:

PHIL-P 600   TOPICS IN PHILOSOPHY: DEATHY, DYING, & IMMORTALITY (3CR)
6155   9A-12:15P   TR   ARR   CARMICHAEL C